INTRODUCTION
The operations of preparing the deform sample and round bar mainly contain of the calculation of unit weight in the bar. Sampling process has two flows, which are gas cutting in line production and disc cutting. The problem occurred in the second flow where in this flow, the operator needs to cut deform or round bar in certain length [1] . The operators will cut the both sides of bar, and these processes can prevent the wasted time producing, human errors and expenses [2] . This problem can be solved by introducing the sampling of a jig. In addition, the process of sampling is employed in disc cutter table to assist the workers work efficiently. The flow model is shown in Fig. 1 .
The procedures are to be taken to gauge the unit weight such as to obtain the sample (bar) from cooling bed, crop both end, weight samples, measure length and calculate the unit weight. Unit weight can be calculated [3] as in (1). 
II. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS

General Information on Work Holding
The following figure is about the model description that is used in the beginning of sampling process in disc cutter table. 
Function and Assembly Descriptions
The jig is designed to control the dimension of the sample bar in accordance to -x axis [4] . With reference to the instruction booklets, bar's length should be in 600 mm to ensure that every facet of the sample can be cut to this size, accurately. Moreover, -x axis is used as a marker to the parameters such as position and dimension. The marker is performed by the counter weight and its location at the end of the vise table in automated position (Fig. 3) . 
III. METHODOLOGY
The following process flow diagram will be applied in jig sampling. The detailed process is explored in Fig. 4 . In addition, the supporting equipments have been employed to accomplish this sampling such as the welding set, vise, oxy-cutting, disc cutter with drilling and milling machines. The sampling of raw materials is demonstrated in Fig. 5 while the applied designs that are used in this sampling are shown in Fig. 6 . 
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
The sampling began by calculating unit weight as in (1) if the parameters such as bars' length and weight are known. For example, if bar size equivalents to 20 mm, therefore, the true value of unit weight, S is equal to 0.25 Kgm -1 in the reference to the existing method (normal implementation). For this case, the bars' length and weight of this size are calculated to be 0.6 m and 0.15 Kg.
As a result, the unit weight is 0.25 Kgm -1 using (1) and the above inputs. Notice that, the calculated and true values have the same value. Then, tolerance, ζ is equal to zero. We extend this calculation to create the mass interval, λ of unit weight to find out either the calculated unit weight is accepted (along the interval) or vice verse. This concept is continued by fitting the error to be as ±0.05. The λ is formulated as in (2) . Various computations of the unit weights in accordance to the bar size using (1) and (2) are also shown in Table 1 . We can see clearly that the calculated values (in fourth column) are in the range of λ ( Table 1 
V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This paper has explored the modeling of a jig sampling and its applications in disc cutter table. By using this exploration, it saves the time of producing and energy, human errors and some expenses. As shown in Table 1 , it seems that the calculated values (unit weight) are highly accurate due to the comparison of the true value, S. Therefore, these calculations can be concluded as the acceptable values. In future, we would like to suggest the integrations between sampling and modeling techniques to be applied in engineering fields in order to help and solve the related problems. These techniques are simple and easy to use and handle.
